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Abstract

Advances in nanotechnology have improved medical diagnostics. For nanoparticle-

based diagnostics, nanoparticle transport significantly impacts assay performance,

especially for assays involving complex medical samples. Existing diffusion models

for spherical nanoparticles are often used to predict transport in complex media, but

the diffusion of anisotropic nanoparticles is not well understood.

Previous work in our group has demonstrated the effectiveness of highly-anisotropic

filamentous viruses as diagnostic reporters. We studied the diffusion of filamentous

viral nanoparticles in model polymer solutions using fluorescence microscopy and

particle tracking analysis. The extracted virus dynamics were then compared with

existing theories to determine which virus properties control virus diffusion. Our re-

sults indicate that virus anisotropy influences viral particle dynamics and enhances

virus diffusion compared to spherical nanoparticles.

We also investigated the use of bacteriophage M13 in a reporter-exclusion im-

munoassay. We use the restricted-access adsorbent CaptoTM Core 700 to capture

reporter molecule enzyme-antibody conjugate. By introducing M13 as a large bind-

ing scaffold, small protein hCG can be detected as the M13-analyte-reporter complex

is excluded from the resin in the presence of analyte. Our results demonstrate the

proof-of-concept and potential of this type of assay for a wide range of applications.

Understanding the transport properties of filamentous viruses will be critical for fu-
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ture development and implementation of virus-based diagnostics.
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CHAPTER 1: Virus Nanotechnology and Its Role

in Medical Diagnostics

In the healthcare sector, patient outcomes are often reliant on fast and accurate

diagnosis, and advancements in diagnostic technology improve patient outcomes [1–

5]. The field of nanotechnology was first posited by Dr. Richard Feynman in 1959

in the seminal talk “Plenty of Room at the Bottom.” In his talk, Dr. Feynman en-

visioned atomic-level control over materials where encyclopedias can be transcribed

and read from an area as small as the head of the pin [6]. Since then, nanotechnology

has become ubiquitous in our daily lives and will become only more prevalent as the

field further develops. In the most general terms, nanotechnology is a technology

based on materials with critical length scales in the 1-100 nm range [7]. This simple

definition, however, understates the potential of this technology. As features become

smaller, the microscopic properties of these systems differ greatly from the properties

observed at the macroscopic scale, and effects that could have been assumed to be

negligible become much more significant [8–11]. By utilizing these modified proper-

ties, nanotechnology can produce much more efficient systems than bulk materials,

in a broad range of different applications.

Nanotechnology Market and Research Trends

Since the inception of the discipline, nanotechnology research has expanded in

both scope and scale, with different application areas exploring different aspects of

nanoscale properties and their potential applications [12–15]. The construction in-

dustry has developed many new nano-concrete formulations that improve their me-

chanical properties, and some can exhibit NOx depollution effects [16, 17]. The food

and agriculture sector has utilized nanotechnology in food production, like fertilizers

and pesticides, and in food processing and packaging [18–21]. Nanotechnology has
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also improved the energy sector with more efficient energy generation and energy

storage materials [22–25]. More recently, there has been an increased focus on nan-

otechnology research from the chemical and medical perspectives. Nanotechnology

is already having a substantial impact on the oil and gas and chemical engineering

sectors. Nanofluids employed in oil and gas wells can have properties very different

than pure water, including fluid viscosity and shearing, pore wettability, and hydro-

carbon solubility. Nanocoatings have also improved equipment corrosion resistance

to harsh effluent streams from the well [26–28]. New catalysts with nanoscale features

can enhance reactivity and selectivity and reduce wasteful or harmful side products

[29–31]. Improved synthesis techniques can produce advanced polymers for compos-

ite materials with stronger mechanical and even self-healing properties [32–34] and

functionalization of surfaces and particles [35–37].

Figure 1: Distribution of nanotechnology-based research papers in chemistry and
medicine. Adapted from [14].

There are many applications of nanotechnology in the healthcare sector as well.

Antimicrobial and antifouling surfaces integrated into medical equipment can re-

duce device-associated infections, and bio-derived nanomaterials can limit immune
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reactions to medical implants [38–42]. Drug molecules encapsulated by a coating

material protect the payload from environment-induced inactivation and facilitate

targeted delivery to desired areas for more effective drug action [15, 43–45]. Im-

proved nanotechnology-based medical diagnostics increase sensitivity of detection of

new biomarkers for existing and emerging diseases and allow the transition of some

traditionally laboratory-based diagnostics to on-site point-of-care settings [46–49].

As research expands the range of potential applications, nanotechnology is already

impacting global markets. Over the past ten years, the nanomaterials market value

has increased from around $1 billion to over $10 billion. This trend is forecasted to

continue over the next few years [50, 51].

Figure 2: Estimated global market value of engineered nanomaterials, omitting lipo-
somal drugs and vaccines, from 2010 to 2020 and pessimistic (orange) and
optimistic (blue) projected market value. Adapted from [51].

This market trend is also reflected in nanotechnology research funding and patent

filings since the beginning of the 21st century. In the early 2000s, government funding
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for nanotechnology increased dramatically compared to the previous decade [12, 13].

Tens of thousands of patents were filed between 2001 and 2010, and by the 2010s,

over 5,000 were filed each year globally [13, 15, 38, 50].

As nanotechnology becomes more widespread and recognizable, some public con-

cerns also are coming to the forefront. Regulatory agencies are now examining

nanoscale material environmental and health impacts more closely than in the past

decades [52–55]. Regardless, nanotechnology will continue to be developed and inte-

grated into more aspects of our lives.

Nanoparticles and Nanotechnology

Nanoparticles are often utilized in many nanotechnology applications. They are

defined by having at least one dimension between 1 and 100 nm and can be man-

ufactured from various materials. Nanoparticle synthesis is divided into two main

categories, top-down and bottom-up [10]. The top-down approach involves using a

bulk sample of the material and processing the sample into smaller structures. A

typical top-down processing method is ball milling, which uses mechanical stress to

break the bulk material into finer material [56, 57]. The bottom-up approach, in

contrast, begins with smaller constituents such as atoms or molecules and assem-

bles the components into the final structure. The bottom-up method is commonly

used in industry due to the different possible synthesis routes for each nanoparticle

type [10]. For inorganic nanoparticles, bottom-up synthesis techniques include chem-

ical reduction and chemical precipitation of solubilized metal atoms or salts [56, 58,

59]. Polymer- and lipid-based nanoparticles are often fabricated using self-assembly

processes. In aqueous self-assembly, hydrophobic interactions induce aggregation of

the constituents to minimize unfavorable interactions and form nanoparticles with

the nanoparticle size controlled by hydrophobic group packing and steric interactions

[60–62]. Researchers are also exploring new synthesis techniques like bio-mediated
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synthesis using plants [63], fungi [64], and viruses [65] and new processing methods

like microwave shock [66].

Figure 3: Different material property enhancements during the transition from macro-
scopic bulk material to nanoparticles [58].

Similar to other materials with nanoscale features, nanoparticles are distinguished

by their diverging physical and chemical properties compared to larger particles of

the same material. This divergence is directly related to the nanoparticle size. As

particle size decreases, the surface area increases dramatically, scaling with the inverse

of the particle size [8, 10, 67]. Higher surface area then influences other secondary

properties. High surface areas enhance catalyst chemical reactivity during surface-

mediated reactions due to more available atoms on faces and edges per volume of

material [58, 68–70]. High surface area also equates to a larger interfacial area per

volume, leading to stronger interactions between particles or between the particle and

the surrounding environment [26, 71–73].

Smaller particles also exhibit altered electromagnetic properties due to quantum

effects at these smaller sizes [8, 10]. Transition metal nanoparticles, like gold and sil-
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ver, undergo surface plasmon resonance when excited by light which causes a strong

extinction at specific wavelengths, controlled by the nanoparticle size [57, 74, 75].

Other metallic nanoparticles smaller than a critical length scale may display super-

paramagnetic properties with faster responses to imposed magnetic fields [76, 77].

Even elements that, in bulk, are usually nonmagnetic can become ferromagnetic when

the particles are sufficiently small [57, 77, 78]. Semiconductor material also behaves

differently at very small sizes. Quantum dots, made of semiconductor material, ex-

hibit bright photoluminescence with an emission spectrum strongly dependent on the

nanoparticle size [79, 80].

Nanoparticles can be functionalized with many different motifs that further tune

the surface properties. Oligomers and polymers can either screen or promote interac-

tions with other particles or the environment depending on the oligomer or polymer

composition [81–83]. Inorganic shells can improve nanoparticle stability or change

the mechanical, chemical, and electrical properties of the nanoparticle [77, 79, 84].

Nanoparticles functionalized with biomolecules allow targeting select biomarkers both

in vitro and in vivo [85, 86].

These properties of nanoparticles have facilitated the use of nanoparticles in a

large variety of applications across many different fields. For example, the surface-

related properties are commonly utilized in catalysis [57, 58, 87], oil recovery [26–28],

and material processing and manufacturing [58, 73, 81]. The electrical and optical

properties, meanwhile, are utilized in consumer electronics [51, 67, 84], medical imag-

ing [86], and diagnostics [74, 88, 89]. The success of these applications, however, also

requires not only the physical properties of the nanoparticles alone. Nanoparticle

transport through a medium significantly impacts an application’s final efficacy and

must be considered along with the other nanoparticle properties.
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Nanoparticle Transport

The chemistry of nanoparticles significantly impacts many different applications,

but these properties are not the only factors that control the performance. Transport

properties also affect performance. For example, nanoparticle drug carriers need to

target only select areas of the patient to increase drug concentration in the targeted

regions and decrease possible side-effects from unwanted interactions in other parts

of the body [44, 75, 90]. In oil recovery, sedimentary rocks contain many pores of

different sizes. Nanofluids need to move through these pores and maximize inter-

actions between the nanoparticles and the oil on the pore surface to extract the oil

[26–28, 91]. Nanocomposite materials require good nanoparticle dispersion through

the material to achieve the mechanical reinforcement needed [17, 33, 81, 92]. In these

applications, nanoparticles must transport through often dense and complex systems

to provide the desired effect. Therefore, understanding and predicting nanoparticle

transport is critical.

Figure 4: Confocal micrographs of 1 µm amine-functionalized polystyrene colloidal
particles flowing left to right in packing of 38 - 45 µm glass beads with
varying pressure drop. Scale bars represent 200 µm. Adapted from [93].

Transport of a component in any mixture is the combination of two terms, the con-

vective motion and the diffusive motion. Convective motion, or flux, of a component

is a function of the bulk motion, or flux, of the medium and velocity gradients in the
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system. Convection is critical in systems where the velocity gradient is significantly

affected by geometric constraints, i.e., small pores or changes in viscous stresses in

space or time, i.e., polymeric medium. Process parameters, like volumetric flow and

pressure, can be tuned to control convective transport. Diffusive transport, however,

is not as readily controlled. Fick’s first law of diffusion describes the diffusive molar

flux Ji relative to the bulk motion,

Ji “ ´Di∇ci (1.1)

where Di is the diffusion constant of component i in the mixture and ∇ci is the

concentration gradient of component i in the mixture [94]. On the nanoscale, the ∇ci

term does not vanish due to finite distance between individual particles and random

thermal motion of the solute, i.e., Brownian motion. This detail means that diffusion

must be accounted for in these nanoparticle-based nanotechnologies.

To predict the diffusivity D of a spherical particle in a fluid, a useful relation is

the Stokes-Einstein (SE) equation,

D “
kBT

6πηR
(1.2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, η is the dynamic viscosity

of the background fluid, and R is the particle radius. This relation was developed for

homogenous fluid and fails to predict the particle diffusivity when the critical length

scales of the particle and fluid are comparable. This situation is often present in the

complex mixtures of many nanotechnology applications and can lead to substantial

deviations from the SE prediction [95–97]. Several theories and models have been

developed to account for these deviations. Obstruction models [98–100], hydrody-

namic models [101–103], and coupling models [104–106] have demonstrated success

when predicting deviations of nanoparticle diffusion in particular systems based on
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the specific constraints. There are, however, issues with these models as they were

developed within the framework of spherical particles with only one length scale, and

many commonly used nanoparticles are anisotropic.

Anisotropic Nanoparticles

The classical diffusion models were developed to describe the diffusion of spherical,

isotropic particles. Many nanotechnology applications, however, utilize anisotropic

particles with simple shapes like rods and plates or with more complex geometries

like nanostars and nanodendrites [107–109]. Anisotropic shapes can alter the inherent

nanoparticle properties and their interactions with the surrounding environment and

modify the behavior of the nanoparticle in these systems.

Figure 5: Examples of anisotropic gold nanoparticles with different shapes. Scale bars
represent a) 50 nm, b)0 .5 µm, c) 5 µm, d) 100 nm, e) 200 nm, f) 100 nm,
and g) 500 nm. Adapted from [108].

Anisotropic shapes increase the surface area per volume of nanoparticles, in-

creasing the strength of the interactions between nanoparticles or with the environ-

ment. This surface area increase is often used to improve the mechanical strength

of nanocomposites [110, 111]. The mechanical strength of anisotropic nanoparticles
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themselves also varies between the different particle planes of symmetry and can

contribute to the overall strength of the material [110, 112]. As discussed when com-

paring nanoparticles to bulk materials, nanoscale features can lead to new optical and

electromagnetic properties. Shape anisotropies also produce a similar effect between

anisotropic particles and spherical particles. For example, spectrum measurements

of rod-like and plate-like gold nanoparticles show distinct absorption spectra with

peaks shifted by hundreds of nanometers due to different plasmon resonance modes

in different directions. The spectrum is further shifted within a shape by changing the

size of the nanoparticle in different directions [107, 108, 113]. With the advantages of

anisotropic nanoparticles for nanotechnology, understanding the effects of anisotropic

shapes on the dynamics of these types of nanoparticles is critical.

Viruses and Nanotechnology

Viruses are organic nanoparticles that are found in nature. Since viruses were

confirmed to be particles in the early 1900s [114, 115], over 6,500 individual virus

species have been categorized [116], and over 220,000 complete viral genomes se-

quenced [117]. Some estimates indicate total viral diversity comprises millions of

different virus species [118–120]. Despite their negative medical connotations, viruses

as particles exhibit many inherent properties desirable for technological applications.

These intrinsic properties result from the capsid protein chemistry and assembled

structure controlled by the virus DNA/RNA. When a virus replicates, it infects a

host cell with its viral DNA/RNA, and the host cell then produces the virus proteins.

These proteins assemble into new virus particles, which are then released from the

host cell to infect new cells.

The properties of a virus particle are a function of the viral DNA/RNA, the coat

proteins, and the final assembled capsid structure. During viral replication, coat pro-

teins assemble into a capsid around the DNA/RNA. This assembly process is driven
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Figure 6: Examples of common virus shapes with example virus species in italics
below virus schematic. Triangulation numbers (T) for icosahedral viruses
show the effect of T on virus size and shape [121].

by interactions with the DNA/RNA and with other coat proteins. Surface chemistry

and structure, in turn, are determined by the final assembled capsid structure. Protein

residues displayed on the surface of the capsid control surface charge of the particle

and possible interactions between the virus and other components of the system, i.e.,

surfaces, proteins, cells, etc [121–123]. The displayed residues can also be function-

alized using different chemistries. The residues that contribute to protein-protein

interactions control the structure, shape, and mechanical properties of the viral par-

ticle. With the large diversity of viruses, viral particles come in different shapes, from

icosahedral [121–124] and helical symmetries [121–127] to more complex structures

like head-to-tail particles [121, 123]. Virus size is generally controlled by the viral

DNA/RNA length, which relates to how many coat protein copies are generated to

package it. Since the virus genome controls the replication process, populations of

viral particles are highly monodisperse. The regularity and controllability of virus

replication are advantageous for many applications and expand the possibilities of

virus application for existing and new nanotechnology [121, 128–131].

One such example of virus nanotechnology is phage display. It has already proven
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to be an effective technique for screening protein binding affinities and selecting the

desired binders such as antibodies from a mixture by modifying a population of a

virus with randomized genes which display different peptides/proteins/antibodies on

the virus surface, and selecting for binding [132, 133]. More recently, researchers

are exploring the inherent properties of viruses and their use in other systems which

previously relied on more traditional nanoparticles. For example, in medical appli-

cations, new vaccines and therapeutics have utilized virus particles to elicit immune

responses by displaying specific peptides on the surface or transporting drug molecules

to targeted areas [122, 134, 135]. Virus particles are also used as templating material.

Biomineralization of individual virus particles can create uniform nanostructures for

use in electronics, catalysts, and nanocomposites [121, 127, 136–138]. Virus-based

nanotechnology will continue to be integral to the future of the field as new and

existing functionalization methods are developed.

Application of Viruses in Diagnostic Settings

Virus-based nanotechnology is also applied as a reporter platform in biomolecular

and medical diagnostics, like diagnostic phage display and medical imaging [86, 121,

139]. As discussed previously, viruses display regular and controllable properties

due to the nature of viral replication. This property affords virus particles a wide

range of potential modifications and, therefore, applications in biomolecular detection

and diagnostics [121, 139–142]. In general, effective biomolecular detection requires

two principles, recognition and signaling. Recognition methods need to be selective

for the targeted analyte. Common recognition methods include binding by specific

antibodies or specific DNA or RNA sequences. Signaling processes need to generate

a change in a known property before and after the recognition event. There are many

possible signaling techniques, from light absorbance or emission to physical particle

aggregation.
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Figure 7: Schematic of sandwich ELISA. a) Capture antibody immobilized on surface.
b) Analyte binds to capture antibody. c) Reporter binds to analyte-capture
antibody complex. d) Enzyme converts substrate to produce signal.

An illustrative example of biomolecular detection is an enzyme-linked immunosor-

bent assay (ELISA) [143, 144]. In the sandwich format of this assay, a surface is func-

tionalized with a capture antibody. When the analyte corresponding to the capture

antibody is offered, the analyte binds to the capture antibody and is immobilized on

the surface. Another antibody functionalized with a signal-generating enzyme called

a reporter is then offered and binds to the capture antibody-analyte complex on the

surface. The enzyme can then react with an offered substrate. In a negative test,

i.e., when no analyte is offered, the reporter molecule does not bind and is washed

away between reagent additions. The added substrate then does not react due to the

absence of the enzyme. Conversely, in a positive test, i.e., analyte offered, the analyte

bridges the immobilized capture antibody and the reporter molecule. In this case,

the enzyme is still present when the substrate is added and catalyzes the substrate

conversion into a detectable product. For this example, the reporter recognizes the

analyte through antibody binding and signals through the conjugated enzyme.

For these biomolecular assays, reporter design can be different depending on the

requirements of the assay. The main goal of each reporter, however, remains the

same. Reporters need to recognize an analyte of interest and produce a measurable

signal when the reporter recognizes the analyte [74, 80, 88, 145, 146]. Previous studies

in our group have demonstrated the promise of filamentous viruses as medical assay
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reporters [147–149].

Viral Particles as Platform for Reporter Development

Virus-based assays can leverage the virus binding affinity to their natural host

cell for bacterial detection [140, 150–152], limiting the possible analytes a virus re-

porter can detect. By functionalizing the virus with different binding motifs, such

as antibodies, a variety of biomolecules can be detected by virus reporters for other

assay formats [153–157]. Previous studies in our group have also utilized filamentous

M13 bacteriophage (phage) reporters to develop immunoassays to detect proteins

and virus-like particle models with much better sensitivity than commercial gold

nanoparticles [147–149, 158]. Furthermore, phage shape and, by extension, particle

orientation affect reporter binding in lateral flow assays (LFA) [159, 160]. These

studies were performed in buffer solutions, however, and while some assays utilize ex-

tensive pre-assay sample preparation, many samples of interest are complex mixtures

of proteins, polysaccharides, cells, etc. As discussed earlier, complex mixtures impact

diffusive transport of nanoparticles, and anisotropic nanoparticles diffusive differently

in these systems than isotropic particles [124, 161].

Here we explore the dynamics of filamentous viral particles in semidilute polymer

solutions using fluorescence microscopy and particle tracking algorithms. We then

correlate the dynamics with particle diffusion to understand the critical length scales

of these viruses and the length scale impact on virus diffusion. With this methodol-

ogy, diffusion of filamentous viruses can be predicted and possibly extended to any

filamentous particle for different nanotechnologies beyond virus-based assays.
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CHAPTER 2: Dynamics of Flexible Viruses in

Polymer Solutions

Highly anisotropic nanoparticles are used to impart desired functionality to poly-

mer nanocomposites[162, 163], to deliver drugs and therapeutic agents in nanomedicine[164],

and as nanoscale viscometers in complex fluids [165]. The transport of anisotropic

particles in polymer solutions and melts, essential for these applications, is expected

to differ from that of micron-size spherical particles. For spherical nanoparticles, the

Stokes-Einstein (SE) equation DSE “ kBT {6πηRNP relates the diffusion coefficient

DSE of a particle of radius R to the viscosity η of the background fluid, which is

assumed to be homogeneous. The assumption that a complex fluid is homogeneous

is not valid, however, when the length scales of the particle and the fluid are com-

parable, as is often found for nanoparticles in polymer media. Thus, the diffusivity

of nanoparticles in polymer solutions and melts can strongly deviate from the SE

prediction [95–97, 103, 166]. Several theories and models have been developed to

describe nanoparticle dynamics in polymeric matrices. In obstruction models, poly-

mer coils are treated as static and rigid objects around which the particle must move

[98–100]. Hydrodynamic models, alternatively, posit that polymers interact with par-

ticles through viscous drag and predict that hydrodynamic interactions are screened

over the polymer correlation length ξ [101–103]. Scaling models extend hydrody-

namic theories to account for coupling between the particle dynamics and those of

the surrounding polymer chains [104–106].

These theories, however, were developed for isotropic, spherical nanoparticles and

may not be readily applicable to anisotropic particles, which are characterized by mul-

tiple length scales [165, 167]. Even in Newtonian fluids, nanorods experience different

viscous forces and angular moments than nanospheres of equal radius [168–171]. In

polymer systems, nanorods with aspect ratios AR = L{R of order 10 violate Stokes-
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Einstein predictions to diffuse faster than spherical particles of similar hydrodynamic

radius when the nanorod diameter 2R is comparable to characteristic polymer length

scales [124, 172–174]. Further, as AR increases, the nanorod translational diffusivity

Dt decreases more slowly than rotational diffusivity Dr [174, 175]. Tuning the interac-

tions between the nanorod and the polymer matrix can also increase the diffusivity of

nanorods [161]. While these comparisons have provided important insights into how

to tune diffusion, how anisotropic particles experience local structural heterogeneities

remains incompletely understood. Intriguingly, the fact that the enhanced diffusivity

of nanorods diminishes as L{R is increased [161, 174] suggests that a competition

between L and R controls nanorod diffusion.

Here, we measure the dynamics of semiflexible, anisotropic virus particles as model

nanorods with large aspect ratios in semidilute polymer solutions. Using fluorescence

microscopy, we quantify the dynamics of three labeled filamentous viruses, PVM,

M13, and pf1, in solutions of partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide. The long-time

diffusion coefficients of the filamentous viral nanoparticles are an order of magnitude

faster than expected but do not collapse onto a universal curve based on existing

models for rods [168–170, 176] or spheres [105]. Instead, the long-time diffusion

coefficients can be collapsed onto a master curve as a function of the ratio of the

polymer correlation length ξ and a length scale between virus L and R. This collapse

demonstrates the important role of particle length scales on the dynamics of highly

anisotropic viral nanoparticles in polymer solutions.

Materials and Methods

Viral and spherical particles

Three different filamentous viral nanoparticles were used in these experiments:

a plant virus, Potato virus M (PVM; ASLA biotech), and two filamentous bacterio-

phage (viruses that infect bacteria), M13 (Guild Biosciences), and pf1 (ASLA biotech)
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(Figure 8(a)) [160]. M13 [177] and pf1 [178] are semiflexible viruses whose persistence

length Lp – 2 µm is comparable to their contour length L “ 900 nm and 2 µm, re-

spectively. Although the persistence length for PVM has not been reported, the viral

coat protein assembly of PVM [179] is similar to that of M13 and pf1. Therefore,

we hypothesize that the Lp of PVM is comparable to that of M13 and pf1. The

ratio Lp{L – 0.1 for PVM (L “ 200 nm) suggests that PVM behaves as a rigid

rod. Three spherical fluorescent polystyrene particles of diameter 100 nm, 300 nm,

and 2 µm (Fluoro-Max Red Aqueous Fluorescent Particles, excitation and emission

wavelengths of 542 and 612 nm respectively; Thermo Fisher Scientific) were used as

control particles.

PEG precipitation of PVM

To increase the PVM concentration in the stock solutions prior to functional-

ization, PVM particles were precipitated using a 20% w/v solution of poly(ethylene

glycol) (PEG, weight average molecular weight 7450ˆ g mol´1; Spectrum Chemical

Manufacturing Corp.) in 2.5 M sodium chloride solution at a volume ratio of 1 part

PEG solution to 5 parts stock PVM solution. The PVM/polymer solution was incu-

bated with PEG for 1 hour at 4 ˝C and then centrifuged for 30 min at 3200 g, after

which the virus particles were re-suspended in 1x PBS (1x phosphate-buffered saline

solution). Because stock concentrations of M13 and pf1 were sufficiently high, these

samples did not require concentration prior to functionalization.

Functionalization of virus particles

Viruses were labeled with the fluorescent dye Alexa555 (Alexa Fluor 555 NHS Es-

ter, excitation and emission wavelengths of 488 nm and 532 nm respectively; Thermo

Fisher Scientific). The N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) group covalently bonds to the

primary amines of the coat protein’s N-terminus (Figure 8(b)) [159]. The virus stock

(100 µL) was buffer exchanged from the storage buffer to the dye conjugation buffer,
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Figure 8: (a) Schematics of PVM, M13, and pf1 viruses. (b) Fluorescence labelling
of the virus coat proteins with Alexa555. (c) Fluorescence micrographs of
fluorescently labelled virus particles on glass slide surface.

0.2 M sodium bicarbonate at pH 8.3, using a Zeba column (Zeba Spin Desalting Col-

umn, 7K MWCO; Thermo Fisher Scientific). After buffer exchange, 10 µL of Alexa555

dye solution (10 mg/mL Alexa555 in dimethyl sulfoxide; Thermo Fisher Scientific),

was added to the buffer-exchanged virus solution and incubated overnight at 4 ˝C.

The virus-dye solutions were dialyzed with a Float-A-Lyzer (Float-A-Lyzer Dialysis

Device; Spectrum Laboratories Inc.) to remove any unreacted dye. Solutions contain-

ing M13 and pf1 were dialyzed with a 1 mL, 100 kD MWCO Float-A-Lyzer. Solutions

containing PVM, the smallest virus, were first PEG precipitated, resuspended in 1x

PBS, and then dialyzed using a 1 mL, 3.5 – 5 kD MWCO Float-A-Lyzer. The dialysis
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buffer volume (1 L) was changed after 2 hours for three cycles at room temperature

and then overnight at room temperature. After dialysis, dyed virus particles were

imaged using fluorescence microscopy to confirm the success of the dyeing protocol.

Preparation of virus-polymer solutions

Partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM, FLOPAAM 3330; SNF) was used

as a model crowding agent. To determine the overlap concentration, the viscosity

as a function of HPAM concentration in 1x PBS was measured using an Ubbelohde

viscometer (Supporting Information). The intrinsic viscosity rηs “ 3.2 L g´1 was

extracted from the first-order pseudo-virial expansion of viscosity η as a function of

polymer mass concentration c, η “ η0p1` rηscq. The overlap concentration c˚ “ 0.31

g L´1 was estimated as the inverse of the intrinsic viscosity c˚ “ 1{rηs. The radius of

gyration Rg “ 220 nm of the HPAM in 1x PBS was then calculated by

Rg,0 “

ˆ

Mw

4
3
πNavrηs

˙1{3

(2.1)

where Mw “ 8ˆ106 g mol´1 is the molecular weight of HPAM, and Nav is Avogadro’s

number. Homogeneous HPAM/PBS stock solutions were prepared by mixing HPAM

in 1x PBS at a concentration of 18.6 mg mL´1 using a tube roller for 1 week at room

temperature to create a 60c˚ stock solution. Polymer solutions were prepared by

diluting the homogenized stock solution to the desired concentration. Virus particles

were added to the homogenized polymer solutions and allowed to equilibrate overnight

at 4 ˝C.

Imaging and tracking of viruses

Viral nanoparticles were imaged in air-tight sample chambers consisting of glass

microscope slides (Gold Seal Cover Glass; Thermo Fisher Scientific) that were sealed

with Norland Optical Adhesive 81 (Norland Products). To reduce non-specific bind-
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ing of viruses on the surface of the sample chambers, microscope slides were coated

with BSA (bovine serum albumin heat shock fraction, pH 7, ě 98%; Thermo Fisher

Scientific) prior to chamber assembly. Slides were soaked in a solution of 2.5% w/v

BSA in water for 1 hour at room temperature. After soaking, the slides were wiped

carefully with Kimwipes to remove excess liquid and dried, covered, overnight at room

temperature.

Viral nanoparticles suspended in polymer solutions were imaged on a DMI3000

B microscope (Leica) furnished with an HCX PL APO 100x/1.40-0.70 oil immersion

objective (Leica) and an N2.1 filter cube (Leica) using a sCMOS pco.edge 4.2 m

camera (PCOTM) at 20 frames per second and 50 ms exposure time. The focus of

the objective lens was positioned at least 20 µm away from the bottom surface of the

sample chamber to minimize any effects from the chamber surfaces. Five microscope

videos with 1000 frames per video were captured and analyzed using particle-tracking

algorithms [180] to obtain particle trajectories. Although the virus dimensions cannot

be directly extracted from microscopy because the virus nanoparticle diameter is

below the optical diffraction limit, the centroids of the viruses can still be imaged and

tracked over time.

From the particle trajectories, the one-dimensional, ensemble-averaged mean-

squared displacement (MSD) x∆x2y was calculated as a function of lag time ∆t. For

each polymer solution concentration, Dt was extracted from a linear fit of the long-

time MSD versus lag time via x∆x2yp∆tq “ 2Dt∆t. We also calculated the probability

distribution of displacements (PDD)Gsp∆x,∆tq “
1
N

〈
řN

i“1 δ pxiptq ´ xipt`∆tq ´∆xq
〉

[180], which measures the probability of a particle displacing a distance ∆x at a lag

time ∆t.
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Figure 9: Mean squared displacement x∆x2y as a function of lag time ∆t for virus
particles (a) PVM, (b) M13, and (c) pf1 at various polymer concentrations
c{c˚. Solid reference lines represent linear scaling.

Results and Discussion

Viral nanoparticle dynamics

We first examine the diffusivity of viral nanoparticles in the absence of polymer.

The MSDs of PVM (aspect ratio AR of 15), M13 (AR of 150), and pf1 (AR of 330)

suspended in 1x PBS scale approximately linearly with ∆t. From a linear fit of the

MSDs, we determine the translational diffusivities D0 as 1.63 ˘ 0.07 µm2 s´1, 1.57

˘ 0.12 µm2 s´1, and 2.02 ˘ 0.14 µm2 s´1 for PVM, M13, and pf1, respectively.

The corresponding hydrodynamic radii, determined using the SE equation, are 131

˘ 6 nm, 136 ˘ 11 nm, and 106 ˘ 8 nm for PVM, M13, and pf1, respectively. The
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diffusivity measured for M13 in dilute solution is in reasonable agreement with earlier

measurements of the diffusivity of another Ff bacteriophage, the closely-related and

structurally-similar fd virus [181, 182], and is somewhat larger than the diffusivity

of M13 in concentrated solutions near the isotropic-to-nematic transition [183]. The

hydrodynamic radii of M13 and pf1 are much smaller than the radius of gyration of

rigid rods of corresponding length and width (520 nm and 1200 nm, respectively, for

M13 and pf1), suggesting that these viruses behave as semiflexible particles. This

observation is consistent with expectations based on the ratio of virus persistence

length Lp and contour length L, which for M13 and pf1 are 0.45 and 1.0, respectively

[177, 178]. The measured hydrodynamic radius of PVM, however, is close to that of

its rigid-rod counterpart (120 nm), consistent with Lp{L “ 0.1.

The MSDs of PVM , M13, and pf1 scale approximately linearly with ∆t for all c{c˚

within the experimental error. This linearity indicates that the viral nanoparticles

move diffusively through the polymer solution on all accessible time scales (Figure

9). Similar diffusive behavior has been observed for other anisotropic nanoparticles,

including colloidal nanorods diffusing through polymeric [161] and mucosal gels[184],

entangled wormlike micelle solutions[185], and semidilute and entangled polymer so-

lutions [172]. Likewise, the MSDs of spherical particles scale linearly with ∆t on

accessible time scales (Supporting Information). Additionally, the virus MSDs de-

crease with increasing c{c˚ as the viscosity of the polymer solutions increases. The

MSDs represent an ensemble average of the particle dynamics, but do not provide in-

formation on how individual particles move through the solutions. Thus, to elucidate

the microscopic processes that control viral nanoparticle transport, we next examine

the distributions of particle displacements.

Even though the virus MSDs increase linearly with time, the PDDs Gsp∆x,∆tq are

strongly non-Gaussian for all three viral nanoparticles (PVM, M13, pf1) and for all

polymer concentrations (Figure 10). To compare the dynamics of particles at differ-
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Figure 10: Probability distribution of displacements Gsp∆x,∆tq as a function of dis-
placement ∆xp2Dt∆tq

´1{2 for virus particles (a) PVM, (b) M13, and (c)
pf1 at ∆t “ 0.05 s at various polymer concentrations c{c˚. The dashed
line indicates a Gaussian distribution.

ent c{c˚, we normalize displacement ∆x by the diffusive displacement at lag time ∆t,

p2Dt∆tq
1{2. For a given virus, the extended tails of the PDDs more strongly deviate

from the Gaussian prediction as c{c˚ is increased. Both the maximum displacement

and the probability of large displacements increase with polymer concentration. Simi-

larly, for a constant c{c˚ the non-Gaussianity of the PDDs is enhanced as the virus AR

is increased (PVM ă M13 ă pf1). These two effects result in smaller deviations from
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the Gaussian distribution for PVM and larger deviations for pf1 (Figure 11). Thus,

these viral nanoparticles exhibit Fickian but non-Gaussian dynamics [186] in semidi-

lute polymer solutions. These dynamics may arise from one or more mechanisms. The

displacement distributions include contributions from motions both parallel to and

perpendicular to the long axis of the phage. The relative contributions likely change

as the phage aspect ratio is increased, and as the medium response becomes increas-

ingly non-Newtonian (i.e. as the polymer concentration is increased). Additionally,

non-Gaussian PDDs are reported for shapes in which the center of hydrodynamic

stress does not coincide with the center of tracking [187, 188]. This effect may also

contribute to the pronounced non-Gaussian PDDs of the semiflexible M13 and pf1.

Figure 11: Comparison of virus Gsp∆x,∆tq as a function of ∆xp2Dt∆tq
´1{2 for virus

particles PVM, M13, and pf1 at polymer concentrations c{c˚ below and
above the overlap concentration c˚.

Fickian diffusion concurrent with non-Gaussian displacement distributions have

been widely reported for particles in complex fluids [189–193]. This behavior is often

attributed to a distribution of diffusivities [23, 186, 189], which can arise as particles

experience distinct local environments due to structural heterogeneities; through spa-
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tial and temporal variations in hydrodynamic interactions through the medium; or

through the formation and breaking of transient cages, leading to activated hopping

[105, 106, 185, 194–196]. To assess the importance of structural heterogeneities for

non-Gaussian dynamics, we calculated the PDDs for spherical particles of compara-

ble hydrodynamic radii in the polymer solutions. The PDDs collapse onto a single

Gaussian distribution for all spherical particles and for all c{c˚ (Supporting Informa-

tion). This result is consistent with earlier studies of spherical particles in semidilute

polymer solutions [193, 197, 198] and suggests that structural heterogeneities in the

solution do not control the non-Gaussian dynamics exhibited by the viruses. The

solutions are formulated at concentrations below the entanglement concentration of

HPAM in 1x PBM (cE ą 20c˚, Supporting Information), indicating that entangle-

ments do not contribute to the non-Gaussian dynamics. Similarly, neither reptation

[199–201] nor hopping mechanisms can explain viral nanoparticle dynamics in solu-

tions of concentration less than cE.

Instead, we hypothesize that the anisotropy of filamentous viruses gives rise to

the non-Gaussian distributions observed for virus dynamics. Filamentous viruses are

characterized by two length scales – their radius R and width L. We posit that the

two characteristic length scales result in different degrees of coupling between viral

nanoparticle dynamics and those of the polymer in solution when the virus displaces

parallel or perpendicular to its major axis. Differences in the hydrodynamic drag

forces acting on each of these modes then leads to a distribution of diffusivities. In

support of this picture, we note that the extended tails of the non-Gaussian distribu-

tions become more prominent as the AR of the virus increases (Figure 11), which we

expect exaggerates the difference in hydrodynamics between parallel and perpendic-

ular modes. These differences in coupling are also likely to affect the dependence of

the ensemble-averaged diffusivities on polymer concentration.
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Scaling of the long-time diffusivity

To determine the effects of the multiple diffusive modes on the transport of viral

nanoparticles, we compare the long-time translational diffusivities of the viruses (ex-

tracted from the ensemble-averaged MSDs in Figure 9) to those of spherical nanopar-

ticles. The normalized diffusivities of spherical particles, for which the PDDs are

Gaussian, collapse onto a single curve as a function of c{c˚ (Figure 12) indicating

that the dynamics of spherical nanoparticles follow the SE prediction obtained using

the bulk viscosity. In sharp contrast, the virus diffusivities do not collapse on this

SE master curve. Instead, the virus diffusivities are up to 30ˆ greater than the SE

prediction.

Figure 12: Normalized diffusivity Dt{D0 as a function of normalized polymer concen-
tration c{c˚ for virus and spherical particles.

Faster-than-expected dynamics in polymer solutions have been observed for spher-

ical nanoparticles whose size is comparable to length scales characterizing the polymer

(Rg, ξ) [172, 197, 198]. In this size regime, the dynamics of the particles decouple

from the solution viscosity and instead couple to the dynamics of the polymer chains
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[105]. This coupling is controlled by the particle size, resulting in dynamics that

collapse as a function of R{ξ. For anisotropic nanoparticles, however, it is not clear

which length scale or scales control the particle diffusivity. The non-Gaussianity of

the PDDs suggests that both the radius and length play a role in how filamentous

viruses move through polymer solutions. We therefore examine the dependence of

the diffusivity on R, L, and their combinations (Table 1).

Table 1: Different length scales Si for PVM, M13, and pf1 virus particles.

Si [nm] L 2R L
lnpL{Rq

R
lnpL{Rq

RV RSA

PVM 200 13 58 3.8 29 25

M13 900 6 160 1.0 29 37

pf1 2000 6 310 0.9 38 55

We first examine the dependence of the normalized translational diffusivity Dt{D0

on L{ξ and R{ξ (Figure 13(a),(b)). Neither ratio is able to collapse the virus diffu-

sivities onto a single curve. Whereas L{ξ shifts the diffusivities of the high-AR (pf1)

virus to larger length scales relative to those of the short-AR PVM, R{ξ conversely

shifts PVM to larger effective length scales. We conclude that the controlling length

scale must be intermediate between R and L.

In Newtonian liquids, the dynamics of rigid rods are dissimilar in directions paral-

lel and perpendicular to the major axis due to differences in the hydrodynamic drag

equations. The hydrodynamic modes average to produce a length scale of L{ ln pL{Rq

[170] that controls the frictional drag and hence the translational diffusivity. Neither

this length scale nor its radial counterpart R{ ln pL{Rq, however, are able to collapse

the diffusivity data for the viral nanoparticles onto a single curve (Figure 13(c),(d)).

This result indicates that the ratio of the hydrodynamic drag forces acting in the

directions parallel and perpendicular to the virus major axis is different in polymer
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solutions than in Newtonian simple fluids. Further, it also indicates that the hy-

drodynamic radius of filamentous viruses, measured in 1x PBS (a Newtonian fluid),

cannot be used to predict virus dynamics in semidilute polymer solutions.

Finally, a standard approach to determine the hydrodynamic forces on an anisotropic

particle is to evaluate the frictional coefficients using a spherical particle of equivalent

size as the basis for the Reynolds number Reeq [202–205]. Inspired by this approach,

we attempt to map the anisotropy of the viral nanoparticles onto spheres of equivalent

size through two effective length scales RV “ p3R
2L{4q1{3 and RSA “ pRL{2q

1{2 (Ta-

ble 1). These length scales represent a sphere of equivalent volume or surface area to

the virus, respectively. Both length scales collapse the normalized virus diffusivities

onto a single curve within experimental error (Figure 13(e),(f)). Given the error in

our measurements, we cannot conclude which of these length scales controls virus dif-

fusion in semidilute polymer solutions. Nonetheless, both collapses support the idea

that virus diffusivity depends on a weighted average of the radius and the length of

the viral nanoparticle. This finding is consistent with the observation of non-Gaussian

PDDs (Figure 10) and with the hypothesis that virus anisotropy leads to differences

in the hydrodynamic drag forces that act on motions parallel and perpendicular to

the long axis.

Conclusions

We measured the dynamics of three filamentous viruses in semidilute solutions of

polymer using optical microscopy. Although the dynamics of the viral nanoparticles

are diffusive on accessible time scales, the distributions of particle displacements are

strikingly non-Gaussian and feature extended tails that become more pronounced as

either polymer concentration or virus aspect ratio are increased. We attribute the

non-Gaussian displacement distributions to the presence of multiple diffusive modes as

filamentous viruses move along and normal to their major axis. These diffusive modes
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Figure 13: Dt{D0 of the different virus species as a function of normalized length
scale Si{ξ where Si are different virus length scales (Table 1) and where ξ
is the polymer correlation length.

are different than those predicted by spherical or rigid rod scaling theories. Through

these multiple diffusive modes, filamentous viruses are able to diffuse through semidi-

lute polymer solutions over an order of magnitude faster than spherical nanoparticles

of comparable size. The faster-than-expected diffusivities can be collapsed onto single

curves according to effective length scales that are intermediate between R and L,

consistent with the idea that filamentous viruses move through parallel and perpen-

dicular motions.

Viruses are useful as tunable model systems for anisotropic particle transport in

complex media, as their persistence length [206, 207] and contour length[208] can

be modified by controlled mutation. Importantly, the filamentous viruses examined

here, like λ-phage [209, 210], are semiflexible. Earlier studies on semiflexible car-

bon nanotubes showed that flexibility controlled their diffusion through polymer gels

[200]. We speculate the differences in the diffusive modes of filamentous viruses are
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related to the flexibility of the viral nanoparticles and the corresponding segmental

dynamics[200, 201, 209, 210], and plan to explore the role of flexibility in future work.
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CHAPTER 3: Isocratic Reporter-Exclusion

Immunoassay Using Restricted-Access Adsorbents

Chromatographic analysis of drugs and biomolecules has become increasingly com-

mon in the last three decades [211–214]. When combined with mass spectrometry,

column chromatographic techniques serve as powerful analytical platforms with ex-

cellent resolution, sensitivity, and reproducibility. Complex clinical and bioprocess

samples usually require very high selectivity and substantial sample preparation be-

fore chromatographic analysis [215], however, posing obstacles to the broader use of

standard modes of column chromatography. An alternative approach to detecting

analytes in complex samples is an immunoassay, which uses antibodies and highly

detectable reporters to achieve selectivity and sensitivity. One particularly robust

form of immunoassay is the immuno-chromatographic lateral flow assay, best known

as the basis of the home pregnancy test. In our previous work, we improved the

sensitivity of an immuno-chromatographic lateral flow assay for MS2 virus detection

using functionalized viral nanoparticles as reporters [147]. This approach gave supe-

rior limits of detection but is not suitable for routine, automated, and quantitative

analyses in a central clinical laboratory or process analytical technology setting.

To address these issues, we explored the application of viral particles used in the

lateral-flow format to a chromatographic assay format. The application of chromato-

graphic methods in immunoassays has been extensively investigated over the last

few decades. The most common technique, flow-injection analysis (FIA), has been

used for immunoassay of many analytes [216]. FIA immunoassays usually are oper-

ated in either bind-elute or competitive displacement mode and require costly and

often single-use affinity adsorbents [216–218]. Several researchers have addressed the

challenges of developing wash-free immuno- and ligand-binding assays [219–222]. In

previous work, we demonstrated a wash-free immunoassay based on the relocation
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of chemiluminescent reporters above a light-blocking dye by flotation on antibody-

modified microbubbles [223]. Using this concept, we developed a wash-free chromato-

graphic immunoassay based on an analyte-dependent exclusion of reporter reagents

from the restricted-access adsorbent CaptoTM Core 700. (Figure 14)

Figure 14: Schematic of reporter-exclusion assay for viruses. (a) In the absence of
virus, smaller reporters can enter the core of the resin particles and bind
to binding ligands. (b) In the presence of virus, reporters bind to analyte,
are excluded from resin, and are detect in effluent.

Capto Core is a restricted-access adsorbent composed of two layers: a highly cross-

linked agarose core with multimodal capture ligands and a porous outer shell with

a size-exclusion cut off of 700 kDa (Figure 1a). The Capto multimodal octylamine

ligand is sufficiently nonspecific to capture the great majority of interfering molecules

and reporters with varying charge and hydrophobicity [224, 225]. At the same time,

the size-restricted pores prevent larger objects from being captured. The combination

of the size-exclusion and capture ligands has been mainly studied for the purification

of viruses or virus-like particles [226–233]. The use of multimodal ligands in chro-

matography is usually accompanied by extensive pH and ionic strength screening

[234–236], and mobile phase modifiers [237, 238]. In this study, we report the devel-

opment of an isocratic immunodetection platform using Capto Core media to capture

small reporters not bound to large or artificially-expanded analytes. Large analytes

such as viruses can be detected directly by their ability to sequester small antibody-

HRP conjugate reporters from capture in the adsorbent. Similarly, smaller analytes

such as proteins can be detected by their ability to bridge reporter immunoconjugates
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onto carrier particles large enough to be excluded from the adsorbent.

Materials and Methods

Cultivation of M13 phage

M13 phage was produced and titered as reported elsewhere.[147] Briefly, E. coli

strain TG1 was grown to mid-log phase in Lysogeny broth (LB) medium. This pre-

culture was then infected with M13 phage at 1012 M13 phage mL´1, incubated at 37

0C for 2 hrs, then transferred to yeast extract tryptone (2xYT) medium and cultured

overnight at 37 0C. After centrifugation, the sample was filtered through a 0.45 µm

filter (Cat. No. 430512, Corning®) and subjected to polyethylene glycol (PEG)/salt

precipitation with 20% w/v MW 3350 g mol´1 PEG in 2.5 M NaCl.

Reporter-exclusion assay for M13 phage using restricted-access adsorbent

All experiments were carried out at 4 0C on an AKTA purifier 10 using Capto

Core 700 (Cat. No. 17548101, Cytiva, Uppsala, Sweden) resin packed in a glass HR

5/5 column (36 mm bed height; 5 mm inner diameter; 0.7 mL column volume) and

equilibrated with 1x phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at a linear flow velocity of 122

cm hr´1. The bacteriophage M13 test analyte was incubated with (HRP)/Anti-M13

Monoclonal Conjugate (Cat. No. 27-9421-01, Cytiva, Uppsala, Sweden) at a final

reagent concentration of 2.5 µg mL´1. This mixture was supplemented with 2.5 µL

of culture supernatant of nuclease-producing Serratia marcescens per mL of sample

volume to eliminate possible assay interference due to free phage nucleic acids [158,

239]. After 1 hr of incubation, the 500 µL sample was loaded onto the column,

which was washed with 15 column volumes (CVs) of PBS buffer. 1-mL fractions were

collected and analyzed for HRP activity using 1-StepTM Ultra TMB-ELISA substrate

(Cat. No. 34028, Thermo FisherTM Scientific).
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Immunochromatographic protein assay using restricted-access adsorbent

To extend the method to smaller protein analytes as well as larger viruses, hu-

man chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) was chosen as a model analyte. Goat anti-α-hCG

polyclonal antibody (pAb) was conjugated to M13 phage as described previously

[147]. Briefly, 100 µL (1011) M13 phage was suspended in 800 µL 3 mM EDTA

in PBS. 2-iminothiolane (Traut’s reagent, Cat. No. 26101, Thermo Fisher Scien-

tific) was added to a final concentration of 7 µM, and the reaction was incubated

for 90 min at 25 0C. Traut’s reagent reacts with the primary amines of M13 phage

coat proteins to introduce reactive sulfhydryl groups. Excess Traut’s reagent was re-

moved using ZebaTM Spin Desalting Columns, 7K MWCO (Cat. No. 89882, Thermo

Fisher Scientific). Maleimide activation of the goat anti-α-hCG pAb was performed

by mixing the antibody and sulfosuccinimidyl-4-(N-maleimidomethyl) cyclohexane-

1-carboxylate (Sulfo-SMCC, Cat. No. 22322, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 30 min at

final concentrations of 22 µM and 1.14 mM, respectively, in 1 mL PBS. Sulfo-SMCC

is a water-soluble heterobifunctional amine-to-sulfhydryl cross-linking reagent with a

sulfo-NHS ester group and a maleimide reactive group linked by a cyclohexane spacer.

Excess sulfo-SMCC was removed using Zeba Spin Desalting Columns, 7K MWCO.

Traut’s reagent-modified M13 phage and sulfo-SMCC-modified pAb were then mixed

for 90 min at 25 0C to allow coupling of the phage sulfhydryl groups to maleimide

reactive groups on pAbs. Finally, uncoupled pAbs were removed using a 300 kDa

Spectra/PorTM Float-A-Lyzer®(Cat. No. G235036, RepligenTM Corporation). The

M13 anti-hCG conjugate (108 mL´1) was incubated with 10 ng mL´1 hCG in PBS for

30 min, followed by the addition of HRP/Anti-β hCG mAb conjugate (Thermo Fisher

Scientific) to a final concentration of 2.8 µg mL ´1. This mixture was supplemented

with 5 Units mL´1 of Benzonase Nuclease (Cat. No.70746, Millipore SigmaTM). Com-

mercial nuclease was chosen over the previous in-house nuclease to simplify sample

prep and improve purity. The final mixture was incubated for 30 min at 25 0C. After
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incubation, 500 µL of the mixture was loaded onto the Capto Core 700 column. The

column had been pre-equilibrated with PBS, and the assay was performed with PBS

at a linear flow velocity of 31 cm hr´1 (residence time 7 min). 1-mL fractions were

collected and analyzed for HRP activity using 1-StepTM Ultra TMB-ELISA substrate

(Cat. No. 34028, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and an ELISA plate reader (Tecan).

Results and Discussion

Reporter capture by restricted-access adsorbent

To evaluate the feasibility of developing a reporter-exclusion virus immunodetec-

tion platform, we first tested the efficiency of capturing free HRP/Anti-M13 con-

jugate by the adsorbent. In the absence of M13 phage, a control sample contain-

ing HRP/Anti-M13 conjugate was largely trapped in the ligand active core of the

Capto Core resin, although a residual HRP background signal at 450 nm (Figure

15a, gray bars) and A280 (Figure 15a, blue trace) in early fractions suggested in-

complete capture of HRP/Anti-M13 conjugate and possibly other proteins from the

nuclease preparation. In the presence of M13 phage analyte (Figure 15b, gray bars),

HRP/Anti-M13 conjugate bound to the phage was excluded from the adsorbent and

detected in the eluted fractions. In volume fractions 4-6 (5-9 CVs), the HRP activity

with analyte was at least 7ˆ that of the control without analyte.

To improve the completeness of reporter capture, these experiments were repeated

at lower linear flow velocity (Figure 15c), 31 cm hr´1, for a residence time of 7 min

versus the previous 1.8 min, with the same bed height. At this linear flow veloc-

ity, 99% of the HRP/Anti-M13 conjugate HRP activity was captured compared to

HRP/Anti-M13 control sample (Figure 15c, gray bars). This improvement shows that

the Capto Core resin can capture nearly all the HRP/Anti-M13 conjugate, reducing

the nonspecific signal from free reporter molecules.
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Figure 15: Absorbance at 280 nm (blue trace) and 450 nm (gray bar) of Capto Core
column effluent as a function of volume fraction. (a) HRP/Anti-M13 at
linear flow velocity 122 cm hr´1; (b) HRP/Anti-M13 and M13 at same
linear flow velocity; (c) HRP/Anti-M13 at linear flow velocity 31 cm hr´1.

Isocratic detection of M13 phage using restricted access adsorbent

Next, we tested the limit of detection of M13 phage particles with this assay. The

reporter-exclusion assay was performed with 107, 108, and 109 M13 phage particles

mL´1 in PBS with a linear flow velocity of 31 cm hr´1 (residence time 7 min). Figure

16 shows that the assay can detect 107 M13 phage particles mL´1 or less. In the

absence of phage, the HRP/Anti-M13 conjugate was almost completely captured,

resulting in low background HRP activity (ă 0.08 AU measured at 450 nm). The

highest HRP activity, obtained at a volume of 3 mL (4 CVs), was 5ˆ, 18ˆ and 45ˆ

that of the no-phage control for samples containing 107, 108, and 109 M13 phage

particles mL´1, respectively. The results demonstrate that, while free HRP/Anti-13

is nearly completely captured, the bound conjugate produces a strong signal in the

presence of M13 phage.

Isocratic reporter-exclusion immunodetection of small protein analytes

The final size of the analyte-reporter complex is a critical aspect of a reporter-

exclusion immunoassay using a restricted-access adsorbent. To enable the analysis of

smaller analytes, we increased the size of the reporter-analyte complex by conjugating

the capture antibody to the M13 phage. The functionalized M13 acts as a passive

size-increasing carrier particle (Figure 17). Using a sandwich immunoassay format,
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Figure 16: Absorbance at 450 nm of column effluent as a function of volume fraction
with varying M13 concentrations at linear flow velocity 31 cm hr´1.

the analyte is bound onto the large non-capturable phage particle, which then binds

the small antibody-reporter conjugate. This complex is then a non-capturable carrier-

analyte-reporter complex and only exists when the analyte is present. The assay was

performed in PBS at a linear flow velocity of 31 cm hr´1 with a column bed height of

3.6 cm. The M13 carrier was conjugated with anti-α-hCG. The assay was run with

108 mL´1 functionalized M13 phage and 4.34ˆ 1012 molecules of HRP/Anti-β-hCG

reporter (1.4 µg) in a 500 µL load volume.

To confirm capture of the HRP/Anti-β-hCG reporter, we ran the assay with only

reporter conjugate (Figure 18, orange). We observed very low HRP activity similar

to the results with the HRP/Anti-M13 assay confirming the capture of HRP/Anti-

β-hCG conjugates. We then performed the assay with the functionalized M13 and

the HRP/Anti-β-hCG. In the absence of hCG, we measured a low background signal

(0.040 AU at 450 nm) as more than 99% of the HRP/Anti-β-hCG reporter was

captured by the active core of the adsorbent (Figure 18, green). This is consistent

with our previous results and confirms low nonspecific binding between the reporter
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Figure 17: Schematic of the small-analyte reporter-exclusion immunoassay using
restricted-access adsorbent. (a) In the absence of analyte, free reporter
is captured by the adsorbent. (b) With analyte, analyte bridges the re-
porter to M13, and complex is excluded from adsorbent.

conjugate and the functionalized phage. In the presence of 10 ng mL´1 of hCG, the

signal in fraction 2 (3 CVs) was at least 2.5ˆ higher than the negative control without

hCG. This ratio was higher, up to 100ˆ, in volume fractions 7 and 8. The results

demonstrate the formation of the carrier-analyte-reporter complex and its exclusion

from Capto Core resin.

We hypothesized that this platform could provide fast quantitation of viral titer

at various stages of the vaccine manufacturing process. Specifically, it can be used

to quantify the total virus content alongside the traditional TCID50 (Tissue Culture

Infectious Dose) assay to obtain a ratio of infectious to non-infectious viruses, e.g.,

in attenuated vaccines. The advantages of isocratic operation may also make the

valuable platform in veterinary, agricultural, food, and environmental applications.

A theoretical limitation of our approach is the saturation of the binding capacity of

the Capto Core 700 adsorbent by high-protein samples such as blood or serum. Still,
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Figure 18: Absorbance at 450 nm of column effluent as a function of volume fraction
at linear flow velocity 31 cm hr´1 for reporter conjugate only, reporter and
Anti-hCG-M13, and reporter and Anti-hCG-M13 with 10 ng mL´1 hCG.

in practice, this is not expected to pose practical barriers. The samples of primary

interest are urine, cell culture fluid, and serum with total protein concentrations of

6.2 mg 100 mL´1 [240], 2.8 mg mL´1 [241], and 60-80 mg mL´1 [242], respectively.

For the small column used here (700 µL), the dynamic binding capacity is 0.7 mL ˆ

14.3 mg mL´1 (10 mg) [243]. This implies that 160 mL, 3.6 mL, and 120-170 µL of

urine, cell culture fluid, and serum, respectively, can be loaded on this relatively small

and inexpensive column. A larger column could easily be used for increased binding

capacity. Adsorbents with greater selectivity, such as antibody affinity matrices, also

could overcome this difficulty, extending the advantages of this assay format to a

wider variety of applications though at a higher cost.

Conclusions

In this work, we introduce an assay format utilizing restricted-access adsorbents

as a generic assay format for the detection of viruses and small proteins. The assay

transduces the presence of analyte into reporters being spared from capture by the
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adsorbent. We use large virus particles as a mobile phase carrier to increase the

size of the analyte-reporter complex and prevent capture by the adsorbent. We then

measure the signal produced by the reporter in the column effluent to detect our

analyte without extensive pH and ionic strength screening or mobile phase modifiers.

The readout time required for the colorimetric assay can be avoided by changing

the enzymatic colorimetric reporters to either fluorescence or luminescence reporters,

which might also allow simultaneous detection of distinct analytes by selecting re-

porter materials with different emission wavelengths. The M13 phage could be re-

placed in small-analyte assays with any other suitable nanoparticle small enough to

traverse the column and large enough to be excluded from the capture resin. In the

present work, we have utilized a pump-driven liquid chromatography system for flex-

ibility during the initial assay demonstration. Still, more portable assays driven by

gravity or a manual syringe could be developed along similar lines. In addition to

supporting isocratic immunoassays, this approach can be generalized to a broad range

of ligand-binding assays, using many types of reporters and recognition agents. The

range of compatible modifications for this assay format demonstrates the potential of

this format for a wide variety of applications.
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CHAPTER 4: Conclusions and Future Directions

Conclusions and Future Directions for Virus Dynamics

Nanotechnology has become ubiquitous in many aspects of daily life and industrial

processes. In particular, the healthcare sector continues to find new and innovative

applications for the unique capabilities afforded by nanotechnology. Targeted drug de-

livery [43–45, 244], antifouling coatings [40–42], and enhanced imaging and biomolec-

ular detection [46, 47, 49] are improving patient outcomes. Much of nanotechnology-

based healthcare utilizes nanoparticles [44, 60, 75, 245], and this is especially the

case for medical diagnostics. Nanoparticles can provide additional benefits due to the

unique properties emergent at the nanoscale. Nanoscale enhanced properties, such

as optical absorbance and high specific surface areas, improve the performance of

nanoparticle-based systems and can increase the sensitivity of diagnostic techniques

[80, 89, 246]. Beyond the inherent nanoscale properties, the transport of nanoparti-

cles in often crowded and complex media plays a vital role in the performance of the

diagnostic method [86, 247]. Therefore, understanding transport properties is critical

to predicting performance and designing and improving medical diagnostics.

The transport properties of spherical nanoparticles in a crowded medium have

been well studied [95–97]. Different models and theories are used to predict the effect

of crowding on nanoparticle transport depending on the features of the specific system

[98–106]. Not all nanoparticles of interest are spherical, and anisotropic shapes can

alter the properties of the nanoparticles and be advantageous [107, 108, 110–113].
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Many virus particles are anisotropic and have been incorporated into many different

nanotechnology applications [121, 122, 132, 134]. Previous studies have shown the

efficiency of viral nanoparticles in medical diagnostic assays as reporter particles in

buffer solutions [147–149]. Real patient samples are often complex mixtures, and the

effect of anisotropy on nanoparticle dynamics in these crowded solutions is not well

understood.

We investigated the dynamics of three filamentous viral nanoparticles in a model

polymer solution using fluorescence microscopy and particle tracking algorithms. We

compared the dynamics of viral particles to spherical particles to observe the effect of

anisotropy. We further examined the translation diffusivity of the viral particles using

current theories of nanoparticle dynamics to explore the critical viral particle length

scales controlling filamentous virus diffusion. We successfully dyed viral particles

with fluorescent labels and imaged their quiescent diffusion. We then analyzed the

resulting microscope videos with particle tracking algorithms to obtain the mean

squared displacements (MSDs) and probability distribution of displacements (PDDs)

of spherical fluorescent nanoparticles and the viral nanoparticles. Virus dynamics

for all virus particles tested exhibited linear MSDs and non-Gaussian PDDs. This

behavior is not observed with any spherical particles tested, which showed linear

MSDs and Gaussian PDDs. The combination of linear MSDs and non-Gaussian

PDDs has been seen in other crowded systems and is attributed to multiple modes of

motion [105, 106, 185, 194–196].Since this behavior is observed with the virus particle

systems and not the spherical particle systems, we concluded that the anisotropic

shape of the viruses is leading to these multiple modes of motion. Furthermore, we
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extracted the translational diffusivity of the virus particles from the linear MSDs.

Theories predicting nanoparticle diffusivity correlate the dynamics of nanoparticles

with the dynamics of the surrounding environment, both of which scale with the ratio

of their characteristic length scales [105]. With this framework, we examined the ratio

of different possible virus length scales over polymer correlation lengths to determine

the controlling virus length scale. We determined that the diffusivity data collapses

with virus length scale that is a combination of virus length L and radius R. This

result reinforces our hypothesis that the virus anisotropy controls virus dynamics in

these crowded systems.

Understanding viral nanoparticle dynamics is critical for designing new applica-

tions for virus particles in nanotechnology. We studied the dynamics of the filamen-

tous virus particles and have shown that the anisotropy of these particles gives rise

to multiple modes of motion. The anisotropic shape also controls the translational

diffusivity of these particles in a crowded medium. These results help us understand

how shape impacts diffusion of filamentous nanoparticles and open new directions for

further research.

While the combination of linear MSDs and non-Gaussian PDDs indicate multiple

modes of motion for virus diffusion, the limitations of the microscope setup prevent

the complete characterization of these modes of motion. As observed in other systems

involving filaments, the effects of chain ends can dominate filament dynamics through

reptation [201, 248–250]. This effect may also be present for filamentous viral particles

as well. Enhanced visualization of the virus particles can allow the characterization

of the virus modes of motion by resolving the shape of the virus during diffusion.
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Previous studies on the dynamics of biopolymers imaged filaments with subpixel

resolution through image processing techniques [251]. With more precise imaging of

the virus particle, tracking the ends of the particles can offer improved analysis of the

rotational diffusivity or reptation of the filament ends.

In these experiments, the dynamics of three virus particles of different sizes and

aspect ratios were examined, but this represents only a small fraction of the total

biodiversity of even the filamentous viruses. Many viruses, however, are prohibitively

challenging to grow on an industrial scale due to the biological hazard posed by

the virus or host cell [252–254]. This limits the possible range of viruses that can

be studied for future applications. Viruses, however, can be altered through mu-

tagenesis. Due to the nature of virus replication, changing a virus DNA/RNA will

change the viral proteins that are synthesized and can alter the properties of the virus

particle [141, 255–257]. Researchers have created mutant viral particles for various

applications and have developed proven techniques for incorporating mutant genes

[258, 259]. By utilizing mutagenesis techniques, viruses that a relatively simple to

produce can exhibit the desired properties. Several mutants of group Ff viruses, which

include M13, have already been studied [177, 208, 255, 260, 261]. Further exploration

of possible M13 mutants can expand research into the effects of other filamentous

virus properties, like filament persistence length, on virus diffusion through crowded

solutions.

The insights gained by studying viral nanoparticle dynamics also need to be ap-

plied to the practical design of LFAs and LFA reporters. As discussed previously,

reporter transport plays a critical role in the performance of the LFA [89, 262–264].
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LFAs wick sample fluid by capillary action through the porous LFA membrane, and

reporter particles bind to the surface of these pores. Furthermore, the binding of

reporters from the bulk fluid to the functionalized pore surface is often modeled as a

surface-mediated reaction with binding affinities based on the different components of

the full LFA. While previous work has demonstrated the efficacy of viral nanoparticles

as LFA reporters, the experiments were run with buffer solutions [147–149, 175]. Real

medical samples are complex mixtures of cells, proteins, polysaccharides, and other

components [265–269]. Many diagnostic assays utilize pre-assay sample preparation

to reduce undesirable components or increase the analyte concentration [268–271].

Elaborate sample preparation techniques may only be feasible in centralized facilities

with access to specialized equipment and trained personnel. Assays need to operate

effectively with less sample preparation to transition more diagnostics out of central

laboratories. This specification will result in LFAs needing to run with complex mix-

tures. LFA studies of filamentous virus reporter performance in either a model or

real medical sample can be compared with the proposed virus diffusivity scaling. If

reporter performance and diffusivity scaling are correlated, new virus particles can be

selected as LFA reporters using the virus size and shape to predict their performance

as reporters.

Conclusions and Future Directions for Size-Exclusion Assay

The possibilities of virus reporters extend beyond assays that rely on immobilizing

the reporter particle. As discussed earlier, anisotropic particles have higher surface

areas per particle, which can correlate with reporter performance in the LFA format
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[147–149, 160]. Filamentous viruses are also very large compared to many analytes

of interest. Therefore, virus particles can be used in size-based assays. Size-exclusion

resins are commonly used in polymer synthesis and bioprocessing and are relatively

inexpensive compared to affinity-based chromatography [272]. The principle of size-

exclusion correlates the resin pore size and the residence times of individual compo-

nents in a sample. Size-exclusion resins are made of fine porous beads and are packed

into a column bed. This configuration generates two populations of pores through the

column, the smaller pores in the beads and the larger interstitial pores from imperfect

bead packing. When a polydisperse mixture flows through the column, components

smaller than the bead pore flow through the smaller pores while larger components

only flow through the larger pores. The more tortuous path through small pores in-

creases the residence time in the column for smaller components. This process results

in separation based on component size. The separation can be enhanced using cap-

ture ligands in the pores to isolate small components from the stream. The challenge

of size-exclusion assays, however, is nonspecificity. Many proteins have similar sizes

and similar spectral properties, making separation and detection of specific proteins

difficult. We can change the range of pore sizes available to the protein by binding it

to a larger object. A detection step can then generate a signal when the analyte of

interest binds to the reporter.

We developed an isocratic immunoassay using CaptoTMCore 700, a size-exclusion

adsorbent. The adsorbent comprises two layers, a size-exclusion porous outer shell

with molecular weight cutoff MWCO = 700 kDa and an agarose core with multimodal

(hydrophobic + anion-exchange) capture ligands. The column then operates by ex-
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cluding larger components from the resin core while smaller components enter the

core and are captured. As a proof-of-concept, we selected bacteriophage (phage) M13

as a model analyte and detect M13 with an antibody reporter molecule, peroxidase

(HRP)/anti-M13. We successfully detected M13 in column effluent at concentration

of 107 phage mL´1 over a range of column volume fractions with almost all reporter

molecules captured by the column in the absence of M13. This assay demonstrates

that the binding of reporter molecules to the phage particle prevents reporter capture

by the resin core, generating a signal in the effluent. We also demonstrated the more

general efficacy of this assay format by detecting a relatively small model protein, hu-

man chorionic gonadotropin (hCG). M13 particles functionalized with anti-hCG acted

as a scaffold for binding hCG and HRP/anti-hCG. This complex prevented hCG or

HRP/anti-hCG from entering and binding in the resin core. The assay demonstrated

a strong signal ratio (positive over negative) with 10 ng mL´1 hCG. While early frac-

tions produced a higher overall signal, the positive to negative ratio increased from

2.5ˆ in earlier volume fractions to over 100ˆ in later-eluting fractions.

Isocratic immunoassays have potential in many bioprocessing and diagnostics ap-

plications. We have shown that filamentous M13 is a viable mobile phase binding

scaffold. Using size-restrictive adsorbents, we can detect a range of different ana-

lytes of interest in a semi-continuous process. Further development of this assay can

demonstrate the optimal process parameters for practical applications.

For the proof-of-concept experiments, the analyte was added to buffer solutions.

Real samples of interest, however, will be complex solutions. For diagnostic appli-

cations, a sufficient quantity of blood or urine can be readily collected to perform
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assays in this proposed format. For bioprocessing, analysis of cell culture solutions

is critical to ensure product purity. Protein levels of these samples can vary between

0.06 and 60 mg mL´1 with variable salt concentration and pH levels [240–242]. Un-

derstanding the impact of different sample compositions is necessary for any future

application of this technology. Optimal process parameters, like flow rate, sample

dilution, additives, etc., and process tolerances can change between sample types and

target analytes. A design of experiments approach will improve screening of critical

assay parameters and support implementation of this assay format to a broader range

of applications.

Along with optimizing the assay parameters, studying the detection of different

analytes of interest is also essential to demonstrate the efficacy of this assay. While

we have shown detection of the model protein hCG, many other analytes are also

critical to applying this assay for different applications. In the context of healthcare,

different protein biomarkers or virus particles correspond to different diseases. For

diagnostic applications, a generic assay format needs to work with a range of ana-

lytes. These biomarkers and viruses can be present in various biological samples at

different concentrations. Exploratory experiments using various model proteins and

virus particles of varying sizes with the corresponding sample can demonstrate the

suitability of this assay format for other diagnostic targets.

Furthermore, bioprocessing often needs to purify valuable biomolecules from among

a large mixture of proteins, cell lysate, and other macromolecules. Product loss

through imperfect separation and recovery represents a significant loss of revenue

[273–276]. Identifying product proteins in a mixture of different proteins is crit-
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ical to addressing this problem. Most protein characterization techniques require

some sidestream collection and analysis. [275, 276] This assay can be easily incorpo-

rated into existing purification processes to detect product breakthroughs on-site. To

demonstrate this, a purification process, like an affinity column, can run with a model

protein mixture and then be studied with this size-exclusion assay. These results can

then be compared to more traditional protein analytical methods for accuracy and

efficiency.

While this study examined a single-analyte sample, size-exclusion assays can be

extended to multiplex detection. Virus particles can be functionalized with different

binding motifs. A mixture of viruses modified with different binding motifs can then

exclude several analytes from the mixture simultaneously. The assay can then be

configured for different signaling methods, like enzymes with specific substrates or

fluorescence molecules with different emission wavelengths, such as quantum dots.

The results from the assay can be integrated into different signal combinations based

on the assay requirements. Results can include all analytes, one analyte but not

others, or some collection of analytes. The possibility of multiplexing provides an

opportunity to adapt this assay format to many applications while still maintaining

a relatively lower cost.
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